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About This Game

Realistic and very easy to play billiards simulation with five different games. Choose from 9-Ball, 8-Ball, Straight, 3-Balls and
Snooker, with customized table and cloth color for each. Fully featured 3D simulation, giving you spin control, real-life physics
and graphics with rotating balls. Play solo, against the computer, or challenge another player on the same computer or online, to

this life-like, computer interpretation of your favorite game.
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Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
baKno Games
Publisher:
baKno Games
Release Date: 9 Sep, 2008

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: XP

Processor: Single core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GPU 2004

Storage: 200 MB available space
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Gotta tell you... As a longtime fan of the genre, I typically love any game that follows the classic point and click RPG format of
King's Quest, Kyrandia, Full throttle, etc. I love that these games are coming back, with a great resurgence in the Tell Tale
games series, The Silent Age, and more. However- Kaptain Brawe just sucked. While the artwork is nice and certainly original,
the puzzles have remarkably little logic. A lot of the game made no sense, and seemed to depend upon you having some innate
knowledge that simply hadn't been imparted by the story. It's also way too short for what you pay. I appreciate that the designers
may have been trying to pay homage to the classics, but Kaptain Brawe is simply not worth your money.. I am also finding it
hard to find the hidden object, have to use the hint button alot.. Nice Game!
I recommend this!
Make Viet Nam cool!. Borderlands 2 was a game I was reccomended by friends, I had not played borderlands one so i just
bought and jumped into the second game, However even still no story was lost on me, The storytelling, Gameplay, Gunplay, and
comedy is top notch, i would reccomend this game greatly, from if your just bored to if your looking for a game to grind out, its
hours, days, and if you have the dlcs, weeks of amazing fun.

I will not be talking about the borderlands 3 issue here due to this not being the place, Thank you for reading.. Honestly, it's so
bad that it's good. If you have 3 other people to play with, you'll get at least 2 hours
of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665talking fun. Otherwise if you're a solo looking to play with people - good luck. I've
yet to see another game going besides my own when with friends.. This is my first visual novel that got me curious about it all.
While I can't say I liked them all, this one is probably my favorite. Although silly, it's well written and fun.. Took me almost 4
hours to finish for this game on normal mode. Graphics and ship controls are good. It was enjoyable.. A great boxing trainer for
a decent workout. I hope there are updates like in the ring matches and varied punches, maybe the voice over match the lips of
the bruce lee instructor, but it teaches you the three basic jabs, uppercuts, and hooks.. TL:DR; Very good game.

Pros:

 Boss and enemy encounters require strategy to win

 A few of the early game fights have a "boss assistance" mechanic where a support character will assist you. It
really adds to the immersion and makes some of the boss fights much more fun because you coordinate your
attacks around the support character. This mechanic is probably one of the most unique things about this game.

 No grinding

 Satisfying Story

 Costs $3
Neutral:

 About 3 Hours Long
Cons:

 No post-game content

 There's a bug where the "Defeated" message will be faintly visible if you kill an enemy before it
disappears.

 The amount of stat boosts from examining items and the amount of "boss assistance" seems to
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taper off later in the game

Summary

I thoroughly enjoyed this game and hope the developer is able to make a sequel or some sort of
DLC in the future.. i had to pay for this even though i had a season pass. eat
my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ubisoft.
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I have just come back to this route and was enjoying the first of the Career Scenarios, up there in the Highlands.
It is far better looking scenery than I realised.. The most challenging mission I played so far, at high-high difficulty it took me
few replays to finish it.
 I don't think buildings are the reason you should buy dlcs yet this supercomputer building is actually quite good. Research
without manpower is cool since all other research buildings require college educated workers and both upgrade of the building
are useful.. \ud83d\udc4c\ud83d\ude0f\ud83d\udd25. I bought the game for cards, I stayed for the gameplay!. A definite must-
have for any point and click, whodunnit fan.
It is one of my favourite Sherlock games, along with the Serrated scalpel and Nemesis (to some extent). The more recent games
have seen an increase in morbidity, verging on horror, which is a no buy stamp for me.

This game is not your average point and click adventure, as the difficulty does not rely in inventive ways of combining items,
but in interpreting the information you gather through discussions, observations, documents, just like Sherlock would. You have
to enjoy sifting through lots of dialogue, names, places etc. in order to reach a certain conclusion.
If you don't, then it's not the game for you.
The animations are well done, even though where are some issues with the movement of the characters, and they add nicely to
the overall atmosphere.

All the answers are logical in the end, you just need to pay attention and consider everything. Also, you feel very good and smart
when you get them right!. A pretty good classic, got trendy recently so I went and tried it again, wasn't dissapointed. People need
to stop whining about $2!!!. Good escape room. Shorter, but worth the money.. More of a puzzle game than an RTS. I used to
play this game way before it came to steam and I enjoyed it now, after many years. The concept is cool and unique and the
campaign is pretty fun indeed.

There are several problems with the game though:
- Repetitive soundtrack and voiceacting. There is 3 factions in the game and like... 2 tracks per faction in total. So, I would
recommend listening to your own music.
- Game has no widescreen options and doesn't support multiple monitors properly, so your mouse is going to fly out of the
screen if you happen to have multiple monitors.
- No online multiplayer. You can still play LAN though and the campaign is good.
- There are definitely some balance issues with the game - After playing this game for a while I found that Harkback's Scrourge
Shark units are pretty darn OP :D Although it is not a real issue if you are going to play the campaing.

On the other side this game has:
- Fun terraforming and combat. The goal is to not destroy the buildings but destroy the terraing that these buildings are standing
on. Really unique gameplay.
- Interesting squad morphing mechanics. The idea is that you can transform your army into entirely different units right on the
battlefield.
- Good variety of different units: land, air and underground.
- Interesting but sometimes stupid mission objectives. You will see what I mean.

Overall this game is worth a purchase. This is not a strategy for everyone, but at this price you most definitely should give it a
try.

--

I have nominated this game for Steam's Autumn 2017 'the Test of Time' award. There is just no such RTS games now.
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